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Some thoughts on the military budget in light of the pandemic 
Short talk to the San Francisco Bay Area Poor People’s Campaign Moral Budget reading group, 

March 28, 2020, by Andrew Lichterman, Western States Legal Foundation 

 

The changes wrought by the pandemic and the sudden economic contraction it has caused 

are likely to have profound long-term effects on global economics and politics. For people who 

work on peace and disarmament issues, this will affect the substance of our work.  It may 

increase war risk, heighten authoritarianism, and lead to the emergence of movements both on 

the left and the right.   

 

It’s too early in this crisis to say much about how things are likely to go. So what I want to 

do is throw out some facts and ideas that might help us loosen up our thinking a bit about the 

military budget issues we are focused on here today.  

 

Right now, very large political decisions are being made quickly that will shape the future of 

the U.S. and global economy. The last time this happened was the financial crisis of 2008-9. The 

choices made then for the most part sustained and even deepened economic inequality, and 

further entrenched the very large banks and other corporations that dominate our economy and 

our politics. 

 

So we should be thinking about the big picture—and asking big questions. What is driving 

immense US military budgets and a renewed arms race?  What do we have a vast, high tech 

military for?  Whose interests does it protect? How do we move away from high tech arms 

racing and a militarized society to something better? What do we have nuclear weapons for, and 

whose interests do they serve? Who is willing to risk the annihilation of the population to defend 

the existing order of things? 

 

This moment already has provided some clarity about who is willing to risk the lives of the 

population to preserve the status quo. We have seen pressure from the President and influential 

elements in the business world to end social distancing measures, a decision that would let 

hundreds of thousands of more people die to preserve balance sheets and investment portfolios. 

And in epidemics it always is the least fortunate, those already vulnerable due to ill health, 

homelessness, or lack of access to quality medical care who die in the greatest numbers.   

 

In regard to the military spending issues, there is another thing that has become more clear. 

The problem of immense US military spending isn’t a question of “guns vs. butter.” It’s a 

question of justice and real human security. In the wealthiest country in the world, the 

possibilities never really have been limited to what could be traded off in annual battles over how 

much of the discretionary portion of the Federal budget should go to the military and how much 

to civilian programs. In a period like the last 30 years it could seem that way, though, due to the 
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absence of social movements raising questions about the fundamental structures of the economy. 

That’s why the Poor People’s Campaign is so important—it was raising these kinds of questions 

even before this sudden crisis brought them more sharply into focus.   

 

And even before this crisis it was clear that it wasn’t about choosing guns or butter, but 

about what kind of a society we want to have. A few examples: A very modest financial 

transactions tax, sufficiently mainstream to have been included in a Congressional Budget Office 

list of revenue options, would raise more than $70 billion per year—more than the estimated 

annual cost of maintaining and modernizing the U.S. nuclear arsenal.1 The Trump tax cuts were a 

political choice the resulted in an annual loss of revenue estimated at $275 billion—over a third 

of the military budget.2   Restructuring the health care system so that its share of GDP is close to 

that of other wealthy countries could free up close to a trillion dollars annually, equal to the more 

expansive estimates of total military-related spending.3 And those countries also do a better job 

of making healthcare accessible to all.  

 

Finally, a right-wing President and Senate just agreed to a two trillion-dollar emergency 

economic package. A lot of that was to bail out big business. But a lot also was needed to 

prevent rapid economic collapse by partially compensating for a threadbare so-called social 

safety net and for an economy that leaves a majority of the population without savings or decent 

health care if they lose their jobs. Those at the top are being forced to learn once again that if 

most people have no money to spend there is no “economy.” I would note that no one said a 

word about needing to cut the military budget to pay for the bailout. 

 

What does all of this suggest? We have to look elsewhere than “guns vs butter” themes for 

arguments about why to cut the military budget. We shouldn’t have to wait for cuts in military 

spending to get more economic justice. But also, if we want to cut military spending and stop a 

new arms race, we must confront the causes of militarism and war.  

 

We need to do more to understand the role of the military-industrial complex today. Military 

spending as a percentage of the U.S. economy reached its peak in the 1950s and 1960s.  The 

general trend since then has been downward. Today’s military spending in absolute numbers is 

immense, but as a share of the economy it is well below Cold War peaks. There are also fewer 

domestic military bases, and fewer communities dependent on them. These factors make military 

spending a less useful tool for economic management. They also suggest that the military and the 

arms makers should have diminished influence in a money-driven political system. 

 

So we must consider other factors that might driving today’s increasing military budgets and 

arms racing. We have to understand what those military forces are for, and whose interest they 

truly serve. We must consider whether we are moving into a moment like the first half of the 20th 

century, in which competition for markets and resources is driving a rising risk of war, this time 

among nuclear-armed countries. And once more, as then, the risk of war is intertwined with the 

rise of authoritarian blood and soil nationalisms, which always have been associated with 

militarism.  

 

Another common theme among people arguing for military cuts is conversion—taking 

weapons factories and research laboratories and their workers and turning them to civilian 
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pursuits. This is a complex issue, but here are a few things to think about. The track record of 

conversion in the post-Cold War period has been poor. There were few successes either in the 

United States or the East bloc countries.  There are a lot of reasons for this, some tied to the fact 

that the institutional strategies that have entrenched military industrial complexes and made them 

so lucrative also make them hard to convert. Conversion often is advanced in military-dependent 

communities by peace activists as a way to talk about cutting the military budget—but seldom 

with any success. This may be in part because people in the arms industry, and particularly in 

aerospace, make on average almost twice as much as the average U.S. worker.4  

 

We have to be honest with arms workers when we ask them to give up secure, well-paying 

jobs in a job market that for most people today is highly competitive and insecure. Many likely 

would prefer to be doing something other than manufacturing the machinery of annihilation. 

Perhaps instead of talking about conversion we should start the conversation by asking: Why is it 

that you can’t choose work that contributes to a more peaceful and ecologically sustainable 

world without risking your family’s economic future? That’s a starting point for the discussion 

we need— about how they can, if we move towards an economy that makes decent housing, 

health care, education, and an ecologically sustainable society a reality for all of us. 
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